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Feed sector leaders recognized at Sask. Ag Hall of Fame
RECOLLECTIONS
& REFLECTIONS

LINDA BRAUN

S

askatchewan’s feed industry
consists of feed ingredient
producers, speciality feed ingredient producers, and feed processors who transform crops like
barley, wheat, oats, peas, canola,
flax and specialty crops into new
feeds and feed ingredients.
Saskatchewan Agriculture Hall of
Fame inductees Hank Classen
(2018), David Christensen (2011),
Milt Bell (1989) and Vern Racz
(2018) dedicated their professional
lives to the betterment of the feed
industry and livestock production.
Connecting with producers and
end-users has been the cornerstone of their success, and that of
the feed industry.
Classen, a retired University of
Saskatchewan poultry researcher,
said listening to producers gave
him a better understanding of their
needs and how they match with the
feed industry.
“Finding effective ways of utilizing
these materials in animal feeding
ensures their utilization and better
economic returns for producers.”
He notes that Saskatchewan feed
ingredients tend to be more unique
than traditional corn or soybean
meal, providing opportunities to
grow the industry around the globe.
Christensen, also a retired U of S
professor, says most of his research
was in response to producer or
industry questions about using pea
silage or dehydrated alfalfa for dairy
cows, or trace minerals and other
nutrients in feed formulations.
“Crop Development Centre plant
breeders and others have done a
tremendous job of crop development and improvement, which
necessitated feed ingredient evaluation for them to be fully utilized,”
he said.
“Our unique ingredients need
detailed profiles to be incorporated

David Christensen worked in
the U of S’s animal and poultry
science department.

Hank Classen specialized in
poultry research.

in feed rations around the world.”
Both scientists employed a holistic approach to their work to ensure
that the livestock recipients’ productivity and health were always
realized.
Both remain active assisting
graduate students, finishing
research publications and often
still addressing questions from the
industry.
When asked about what they are
most proud of in their careers, both
emphasized the success of their
students they taught and trained.
Milt Bell was an animal nutritionist recognized for his work in feed
evaluation and swine nutrition. Of
particular importance was his
team’s work with rapeseed products
and the removal of glucosinolates to
develop global markets for canola.
“He was the ultimate scientist
and is particularly recognized for
his work in establishing rapeseed
meal in animal feeding. He was
also a fine gentleman and had a
great sense of humour,” fellow
SAHF inductee Classen says.
Christensen says of Bell: “An
almost forgotten contribution was
development and use of the laboratory mouse as a pilot animal for
swine nutrition work. Using mice
gave an evaluation in three weeks
from birth with small quantities of
product being tested. This work
was the basis of the use of the
mouse for medical research. Also,
less known is his development of
milk replacer for calves. The University of Saskatchewan heifer herd

was the first anywhere to be raised
on milk replacers.”
Vernon Racz earned a reputation
as a bridge builder, connecting
c ro p s a n d l i v e s t o c k s e c t o r s,
researchers and producers and
between Canadian agriculture and
the global marketplace.
In 1984, Racz became director of
the Feed Testing Lab where he initiated the use of technologies like
atomic absorption spectroscopy
and near infrared analysis for feed
analysis.
He later established and became
founding director of the Prairie
Feed Resource Centre, now known
as Feeds Innovation Institute. Like
Bell, through his international consulting, he promoted Saskatchewan and Canadian feedstuffs in
Asia, Africa, Middle East, Europe as

Chicken wing scarcity
expected to end soon
BY ALEX MCCUAIG
MEDICINE HAT BUREAU

Pub night with friends almost by
definition includes a plate of chicken
wings. But a run on the favourite
appetizer for sporting events and
other get-togethers along with supply
chain issues brought on by the pandemic are threatening that tradition.
But unlike the fabled Chicken
Little, the sky isn’t falling yet on
access to wings, according to
Chicken Farmers of Canada.
“Are we short on wings? No, but
it’s tight,” said Lisa Bishop-Spencer,
director of brand and communications for the Chicken Farmers of
Canada.
The big issue is demand for
chicken wings has shot up during
the last 15 months of the pandemic,
stated Bishop-Spencer. But com-

plicating matters is demand
dropped from restaurants for all
chicken products. That food service sector accounts for 40 percent
of the Canadian market.
While more people bought chicken products at grocery stores, it
didn’t match what was lost on the
restaurant side.
The Canadian chicken sector
reduced its production by a little
more than 10 percent to deal with
the decline from the food services
sector, said Bishop-Spencer.
Import issues for chicken from
the United States and Brazil have
exacerbated the problem.
Bishop-Spencer said the situation is being dealt and “production
has already started to increase,
both here and in other countries.
We can expect the availability of
wings to increase, as well.”

Milt Bell was an animal nutritionist recognized for his work in feed
evaluation and swine nutrition. | SUPPLIED PHOTOS
well as the Americas.
Racz’s definition of retirement
was to volunteer his time and
expertise to causes and initiatives
that made Saskatchewan a leader
in agricultural innovation.
Classen says, “Vern was a farmer,
as well as working at the university
and that gave him an enhanced

ability to see opportunities in the
feed Industry.”
Meeting the nutritional needs of
any dairy, beef, sheep, pork or
poultry operations is vital to the
sustainability of that operation.
Linda Braun is president of Food Focus
Saskatoon.

Why should I report my
harvested production
as soon as I ﬁnish harvest?

Crop Insurance covers both yield and quality
losses. Submitting your production details
as soon as you ﬁnish harvest allows SCIC

Submit your Detailed Production
Declaration as soon as you complete
harvest to register a claim.

to process your claim quicker and issue
your potential payment sooner. SCIC uses

If you choose not to harvest your crop,
contact SCIC to discuss your

your production details to update your
yield history and calculate future coverage.

insurance options.

Whether you are in a claim position or not,
contact SCIC to report your
harvested production.

Call 1-888-935-0000

Visit SCIC.ca

@skcropinsurance

